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A different approach
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in fiber
about 600 m!

oxinitride (SiON) (ref. 23). We have found no evidence of
nonlinear (multiphoton) absorption processes, even up to very
high peak intensities in pulsed experiments24. We have obtained
an external efficiency (accounting for all losses) of 249 dB at an
input pump power of 12.8 dBm. The structure presented here has
a bandwidth (3 GHz) compatible with operation at 2.5 Gb s21.
Larger bandwidths can be obtained by reducing the Q-factor,
with a corresponding reduction in device efficiency. The low loss
of our waveguides may offer the possibility of mitigating this
tradeoff, however, either by using higher-order filter designs5 or
by cascading multiple devices on a single chip. Finally, this
material system5,22 has been shown to be capable of reducing
photonic integrated circuit dimensions by up to two orders of
magnitude over those based on standard silica glass.

Figure 1a shows a schematic of the structure, a four-port
microring resonator with a radius of !48 mm, and Fig. 1b shows
a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the waveguide
cross-section (1.45 " 1.5 mm). Figure 1c shows the electric field
modal distribution for transverse magnetic (TM) polarized light
(that is, oriented vertically in Fig. 1b). The bus waveguides,
which have the same cross-section as the ring, are buried in SiO2

beneath the ring and are used to couple light in and out of the
resonator. The waveguide core comprises low-loss, high-index
(n ¼ 1.7) doped silica glass with a core–cladding contrast of 17%
(refs 5,22), similar to other glasses such as SiON. In addition to
enhancing the nonlinear performance, such a high core–cladding
index contrast makes tight (!20 mm) radius bends possible22.
The unique character of our glass system22 relates primarily to its
CMOS fabrication compatibility: Our as-deposited films are low
loss (near 1,550 nm), in contrast with other similar platforms
such as SiON, where very high annealing temperatures
(.1,000 8C; ref. 23) are required to significantly reduce losses.
Our films were deposited by standard chemical vapour
deposition (CVD)22 and device patterning and fabrication were
performed using photolithography and reactive ion etching to
produce exceptionally low sidewall roughness on the core layer,
before over-coating with a silica glass upper cladding layer. By
comparing loss measurements in waveguides of different lengths
on the same chip, we obtained a waveguide-to-fibre pigtailing
loss of !1.5 dB per facet, and a waveguide propagation loss of
!0.06 dB cm21, resulting in a total insertion loss (fibre to fibre)
of !3 dB. These propagation losses are almost as low as the best

low-index contrast silica waveguides25, and represent a key
advantage for the integration of many such elements when
compared to semiconductor and ChG structures, where losses
tend to be significantly higher3.

In Fig. 1d we present the INPUT–DROP transfer function from
l ¼ 1,548.2 to 1,553.6 nm for both transverse electric (TE) and TM
polarizations, showing a Q-factor of !65,000, a free-spectral
range (FSR) of 575 GHz and a full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of 3 GHz.

The effect we demonstrate here (FWM) is a third-order
nonlinear process, where two pump photons at a frequency
vpump are converted, inside a dielectric medium, into one idler
and one signal photon at the frequencies vidler and vsignal,
respectively, in accordance with energy conservation:

vidler ¼ 2vpump $ vsignal ð1Þ

Although this process can occur with (classical) or without
(spontaneous) an input signal at vsignal , the classical effect is
much stronger and is the basis of numerous all-optical signal
processing schemes in integrated devices and optical fibres1,26–29.
As in other nonlinear phenomena, such as second harmonic
generation (SHG), phase-matching is typically required to yield
appreciable efficiencies. This condition is more easily fulfilled in
FWM experiments than in SHG experiments, because the
involved frequencies can be very close to each other.

We performed low-power experiments with a 5 mW
continuous-wave pump laser tuned to a ring resonance at
1,553.38 nm (TM polarization) and directed to the INPUT port,
while a signal laser (TM polarization) with a power of 550 mW
was tuned to an adjacent resonance at 1,558.02 nm and directed
to the ADD port. The two outputs were analysed using either a
power meter or a spectrum analyser. Figure 2 shows the resulting
output power spectra (TM polarization) as recorded from both
the THROUGH and DROP ports after the pigtail; experiments
carried out with TE polarized modes led to similar results.

Two detectable idlers were generated by the FWM process, the
first according to equation (1) and the second by using the same
formula but formally exchanging the role of the pump and the
signal. The first-idler power in the bus waveguide was !930 pW,
whereas the second idler had a power of !100 pW. The ratio of
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Figure 1 Device schematic and linear optical transmission spectra. a, Four-port microring resonator (fibre pigtails not shown). b, SEM image of the ring cross-

section before depositing the upper cladding of SiO2. Hydex refers to the trade name of the high-index (n ¼ 1.7) core doped silica glass22. c, Electric field modal
distribution for a TM polarized beam. d, Linear transmission through the ring resonator from the INPUT port to the THROUGH port for TM and TE polarizations.
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Small works quite well!
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CMOS-compatible multiple-wavelength oscillator
for on-chip optical interconnects
Jacob S. Levy1†, Alexander Gondarenko1†, Mark A. Foster2, Amy C. Turner-Foster1, Alexander L. Gaeta2

and Michal Lipson1*

Silicon photonics enables the fabrication of on-chip, ultrahigh-
bandwidth optical networks that are critical for the future of
microelectronics1–3. Several optical components necessary for
implementing a wavelength division multiplexing network
have been demonstrated in silicon. However, a fully integrated
multiple-wavelength source capable of driving such a network
has not yet been realized. Optical amplification, a necessary
component for lasing, has been achieved on-chip through
stimulated Raman scattering4,5, parametric mixing6 and by
silicon nanocrystals7 or nanopatterned silicon8. Losses in
most of these structures have prevented oscillation. Raman
oscillators have been demonstrated9–11, but with a narrow
gain bandwidth that is insufficient for wavelength division
multiplexing. Here, we demonstrate the first monolithically
integrated CMOS-compatible source by creating an optical
parametric oscillator formed by a silicon nitride ring resonator
on silicon. The device can generate more than 100 new wave-
lengths with operating powers below 50 mW. This source can
form the backbone of a high-bandwidth optical network on a
microelectronic chip.

As in lasing, optical parametric oscillation occurs when the
roundtrip parametric gain exceeds the loss in a cavity. Four-wave
mixing (FWM), a third-order nonlinear parametric process,
occurs when two pump photons are converted into a signal
photon and an idler photon, conserving energy in the process.
The efficiency of FWM depends on the pump intensity, the wave-
guide nonlinearity and interaction length, and the degree of phase
mismatch. Phase matching allows the generated light to add up con-
structively along the length of the waveguide and has been demon-
strated in integrated photonic circuits with a suitable choice of
waveguide dimensions6,12,13. In addition to phase matching, achiev-
ing parametric gain requires a relatively high optical intensity and
long interaction length. By using an optical resonator with a high-
quality factor (Q), the power requirement and device footprint
can be reduced due to the enhancement of the photon lifetime
and optical field14–16 that occurs when all the interacting waves are
on cavity resonances. Because the FWM wavelengths are strictly
determined by energy conservation, achieving phase matching in
a microresonator allows the cavity resonances to coincide with the
generated FWM wavelengths by yielding an equally spaced distri-
bution of resonant modes in terms of energy. Appropriate design
of the ring-waveguide cross-section allows the dispersion to be tai-
lored12–14, thereby enabling this constant mode spacing. When a
pump laser is tuned to a cavity resonance (Fig. 1a), the device is
capable of generating simultaneous parametric oscillations at
numerous wavelengths. High-Q CaF2 toroidal resonators17 and
silica microtoroids18 and microspheres19 have shown parametric
oscillation based on degenerate FWM in cavities. More recently,

works in silica20 and CaF2 resonators21 have demonstrated cascaded
frequency generation by means of non-degenerate FWM of the
cavity modes. However, because these materials have low nonlinea-
rities, the Q necessary for operation is extremely high. As a result,
these devices are sensitive to perturbations and not conducive to
on-chip integration, because operation requires a purged N2
environment and delicate tapered-fibre coupling.

Silicon nitride, the material of choice here for demonstrating an
on-chip optical parametric oscillator (OPO), has recently been shown
to have a nonlinear refractive index, n2¼ 2.5! 10215 cm2 W21,
about an order of magnitude larger than silica22. Silicon nitride is a
CMOS-compatible material with a linear refractive index of 1.98 at
1,550 nm and, due to its larger bandgap, does not suffer from two-
photon absorption and the concomitant free-carrier absorption that
plague silicon at communications wavelengths. Deposited silicon
nitride films have yielded waveguides with low losses in both the
visible23,24 and infrared25,26 regimes. Until recently, the thickness of
low-loss silicon nitride waveguides had been restricted to less than
250 nm due to tensile stress25 in the nitride film. Such thin films
are poor for nonlinear optics because the waveguide mode is

10 µm
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b

Si3N4
OPO

λ λ

Pump

Figure 1 | On-chip optical parametric oscillator. a, A single pump laser
tuned to the resonance of an integrated silicon nitride microring allows the
generation of numerous narrow linewidth sources at precisely defined
wavelengths. This device can dramatically increase the bandwidth of chip-
scale communications by encoding information in parallel on these new
wavelength channels. b, A scanning electron micrograph of a silicon nitride
microring resonator coupled to a bus waveguide.

1School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853, USA, 2School of Applied and Engineering Physics, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York 14853, USA; †These authors contributed equally to this work. *e-mail: ml292@cornell.edu
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delocalized from the material of interest. Here, we grow thicker films
using a thermal cycling process (described in the Methods). A thicker
film confines the optical mode to the silicon nitride layer, thereby
reducing the effective modal area. With control over waveguide
thickness, it is possible to tailor the waveguide dispersion to achieve
phase matching12,13 of the FWM process. Centring the pump for
the FWM process in the anomalous group-velocity dispersion
(GVD) regime near the zero-GVD point allows for broad-bandwidth
phase matching and hence signal amplification over a wide range
of wavelengths.

We show that net gain can be achieved in high-confinement
silicon nitride waveguides. A 6.1-cm-long waveguide, with a trape-
zoidal cross-section (Fig. 2a, inset) having a base of 1.45 mm,
height of 725 nm and a wall angle of 238, was fabricated as described
in the Methods. According to numerical simulations implemented
using a full-vector finite-difference mode solver13, this geometry
should have a zero-GVD point at 1,560 nm (Fig. 2a). The propa-
gation loss for the waveguide was measured to be 0.5 dB cm21,
with an insertion loss of !7 dB. To achieve large pump intensities,
a laser centred at 1,550 nm was modulated at 1 GHz with a 100:1
duty cycle. The modulated light was amplified using a high-power
erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA). This pump source was com-
bined with a tunable low-power signal using a wavelength division
multiplexer (WDM). The value for the peak pump power Ppump
in the waveguide was 24 W. Figure 2b shows that, for these con-
ditions, an on/off signal gain can be observed over a 150-nm band-
width with a gain as high as 3.6 dB. The total propagation loss
through the waveguides was 3 dB, so gain above this threshold

shows a net parametric amplification through the waveguide,
achieved over a bandwidth of 55 nm.

A microring resonator using this waveguide design (Fig. 1b) was
used to create an OPO. The measured resonator had a 58-mm radius
with a waveguide height of 711 nm, a base width of 1,700 nm and a
sidewall angle of 208, giving anomalous GVD in the C-band and a
zero-GVD point at 1,610 nm. The ring was coupled to a single-
mode bus waveguide of the same height with a base width of
900 nm. The Q of the resonator was 500,000 and the free spectral
range (FSR) 403 GHz (3.2 nm at a wavelength of 1.55 mm) as
measured from the transmission spectrum, giving a cavity finesse
of!1,000. A continuous-wave pump laser was tuned to a resonance
near 1,557.8 nm. The power absorbed by the cavity causes a thermal
shift of the resonance. By slowly tuning the pump frequency deeper
into the resonance, it is possible to achieve a soft ‘thermal lock’ in
which the cavity heating is counteracted by diffusive cooling27,
and the power coupled to the cavity remains constant. The output
spectrum shown in Fig. 3a was measured for a pump power of
310 mW in the waveguide immediately before the ring, and the
maximum circulating power is estimated to be 300 W in the ring.
Eighty-seven new frequencies were generated between 1,450 and
1,750 nm, corresponding to wavelengths covering the S, C, L and
U communications bands. The design of the FSR of the source
was accomplished by adjusting the size of the resonator. For
example, using a smaller ring (radius, 20 mm) with a Q of
100,000, pumping a resonance near 1,561 nm generated oscillation
in 20 modes of the resonator (Fig. 3b) with modest input powers
(150 mW). Using this smaller device, a wider mode spacing of
1.17 THz (9.3 nm at 1.55 mm wavelength) is observed.
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Figure 2 | Four-wave mixing in silicon nitride waveguides. a, Theoretical
dispersion of a silicon nitride waveguide showing a zero-GVD point at
1,560 nm and anomalous dispersion in the C-band. Pumping was carried out
near the simulated zero-GVD point to maximize the bandwidth. Inset:
scanning electron micrograph of the cross-section of a silicon nitride
waveguide depicting the trapezoidal shape of the core and the cladding
materials. b, Signal gain as a function of wavelength. On/off gain larger than
the 3 dB propagation loss through the waveguide, as demonstrated by points
above the loss line, demonstrates a net parametric gain with pump power
of 24 W.
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Figure 3 | Demonstration of optical parametric oscillation for an integrated
multiple-wavelength source. a, The output spectrum of a 58-mm-radius
silicon nitride ring with a pump wavelength of 1,557.8 nm. The 87 generated
wavelengths are equally spaced in frequency, with an FSR of !3.2 nm. By
using each line as a carrier frequency, the source can be used for an on-chip
WDM network. b, Using a different ring with a 20-mm radius, the frequency
spacing of the generated wavelengths can be controlled. Here, pumping at
1,561 nm, we measure 21 wavelengths over a 200-nm span, with a spacing
of 9.5 nm.
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Figure 3. Generation of mode-locked soliton frequency combs. (a-c) Spectra of output from 
comb source as measured by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) at varying stages of comb 
generation with corresponding RF spectra. A current supply provides 130 mW electrical pump 
power. (a) Spectrum of laser output before tuning fully into resonance. Right: The RF noise is low 
since there is only single frequency lasing. (b) By tuning the microresonator resonance using the 
integrated microheater, a frequency comb forms. Right: Since the comb is not yet mode-locked, 
beating between different comb lines produces high RF noise below 200 MHz. (c) Single-soliton 
frequency comb achieved by tuning the microresonator such that the pump is slightly red-detuned 
from the resonance. The spectral envelope matches Fourier transform of the expected characteristic 
soliton sech profile (see Supplementary Fig. 2). Inset: The signal-to-noise ratio is approximately 
50 dB (the laser linewidth is below the OSA resolution, but was separately measured to be 40 kHz). 
Right: The RF spectrum confirms the transition to a low-noise state. The resolution bandwidth 
used for all RF spectra is 100 kHz. (d) Frequency comb matching soliton profile generated with a 
AAA battery supplying pump power of 98 mW. Inset: RF spectrum showing low-noise state. 
Right: Photograph of integrated comb source with a printed circuit board and the battery. 
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Ji et al., Op4ca 6, 619 (2017)

Q=37x106 @1550 nm (tdwell ≃ 25 ns)
R=115 µm
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a bit further…
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Strong nonlinear coupling
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Figure 1. ESUP conversion: A FWM process driven by a
strong field at !P (a) can be viewed as an effective second-
order nonlinear interaction leading to an up conversion of the
seed field. (b). Sketch of the FWM process in a single-bus
waveguide ring resonator (c).

perimentally and theoretically.
For the theoretical description, we consider the reso-

nant nonlinear interaction of the three fields schemat-
ically indicated in Fig. 1a: There is a strong pump
at !P , a weak seed at !S , and an idler generated at
!I = 2!S � !P . We focus on the effective second-order
nonlinear interaction between the seed and the idler (see
1b), which can be described by the equations

d�S

dt
= ��̄S�S + 2i⇤2(t)�
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where �S,I are the slowly varying seed and idler fields
amplitudes in the resonator, �̄S,I are the total resonator
damping rates at !S,I , ↵S the amplitude of the seed driv-
ing field in the bus waveguide, �S is the detuning away
from resonance, and �S characterizes the coupling be-
tween the bus waveguide and the ring (see Fig. 1b).
The coefficient ⇤2(t), which describes the strength of
the effective �

(2), is given by ⇤2(t) = ⇤3�P (t), with
⇤3 ⇡ ~!v2

g
�NL/(2⇡R) the third order coupling coeffi-

cient, where �NL is the usual nonlinear parameter, vg

the group velocity in the ring at !P , R the ring radius,
and !

2
=

p
!P!

2

S
!I ; �P (t) is the pump amplitude in the

ring. We assume that �P (t) is undepleted and that the
effects of self- and cross-phase modulation are taken into
account as corrections to the resonant frequencies !S,I,P ,
which is valid for slowly varying field envelope functions;
we restrict our analysis to this regime. See Methods for
details.

The use of a high-Q resonator gives rise to dramatic en-
hancements of both the circulating pump power available

and the nonlinear interaction between the three fields
[11–14]. The Si3N4 material was chosen to avoid two-
photon absorption, which typically plagues silicon sys-
tems. This enables very large unit power ESUP conver-
sion efficiencies, ⌘ESUP , to be achieved. This figure of
merit can be theoretically calculated as

⌘ESUP =
64R

2
�
2

NL
(��FSR)

4

⇡2�4
P

in

P
Q

4

✓
Q

Qext

◆4

(3)

in steady state, where ��FSR is the wavelength free spec-
tral range, P in

P
is the pump input power in the bus waveg-

uide, Q is the loaded quality factor and Q
ext the extrinsic

quality factor due to the coupling of the resonator to the
bus waveguide. Corrections to this simplified formula, in-
cluding the fact that the quality factors and wavelengths
� are different at different frequencies, are described in
the Methods. Importantly, the scaling of ⌘ESUP with Q

4

is one power larger than its �(2)analogue - the normailzed
SHG efficiency, which in a resonator only scales with Q

3.
We set out to investigate the ESUP experimentally.

The chip-integrated microring resonators utilized in this
work were made from a high quality Si3N4 film on an
SiO2 substrate, grown via low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition and electron beam lithography (see [15] for
details). The waveguide dimensions (Fig.2b) of 730 nm
x 910 nm (height x width) are carefully chosen: With
a zero group velocity dispersion (GVD) at 1410 nm,
the waveguide exhibits phase-matching between a strong
pump at 1590 nm, the seed field at 1400 nm, and the
idler field at 1260 nm. Moreover, the large normal GVD
at !P strongly inhibits any undesired parametric pro-
cess (e.g., spontaneous FWM) from the strong pump .
The microring resonator (radius 45 µm) with a free spec-
tral range of 500 GHz is coupled to the bus waveguide
with a gap of 450 nm, and exhibits loaded Q-factors of
250,000 for the pump (over-coupled), 1.2 million for the
seed (close to critical coupling), and about 3.5 million
for the idler (under-coupled). Using these parameters
we theoretically expect a unit power ESUP efficiency of
87,000 ± 17,000 %/W, where the error interval is esti-
mated from the uncertainty on the experimental param-
eters (e.g. coupled power, quality factors, and propa-
gation losses). This corresponds to a �

(2)

e↵
' 1 pm/V

(see Supplementary Information), which is comparable
in magnitude to the second-order nonlinear susceptibil-
ity used in LN WGM-resonators. And although this is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the nonlinear sus-
ceptibility of semiconductors such as GaAs or GaN, the
upconversion efficiency here is among the highest ever
reported.

Our measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 2a). Pump
and seedignal light are generated by tunable external cav-
ity lasers. The pump is amplified with a high power
EDFA to mW and combined with the seed with wave-
length division multiplexers (WDMs). They are injected
into the chip (and collected) via lensed fibers with a to-
tal insertion loss of 8.5 dB, resulting in 85 mW of on-
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tral range, P in

P
is the pump input power in the bus waveg-

uide, Q is the loaded quality factor and Q
ext the extrinsic

quality factor due to the coupling of the resonator to the
bus waveguide. Corrections to this simplified formula, in-
cluding the fact that the quality factors and wavelengths
� are different at different frequencies, are described in
the Methods. Importantly, the scaling of ⌘ESUP with Q

4

is one power larger than its �(2)analogue - the normailzed
SHG efficiency, which in a resonator only scales with Q

3.
We set out to investigate the ESUP experimentally.

The chip-integrated microring resonators utilized in this
work were made from a high quality Si3N4 film on an
SiO2 substrate, grown via low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition and electron beam lithography (see [15] for
details). The waveguide dimensions (Fig.2b) of 730 nm
x 910 nm (height x width) are carefully chosen: With
a zero group velocity dispersion (GVD) at 1410 nm,
the waveguide exhibits phase-matching between a strong
pump at 1590 nm, the seed field at 1400 nm, and the
idler field at 1260 nm. Moreover, the large normal GVD
at !P strongly inhibits any undesired parametric pro-
cess (e.g., spontaneous FWM) from the strong pump .
The microring resonator (radius 45 µm) with a free spec-
tral range of 500 GHz is coupled to the bus waveguide
with a gap of 450 nm, and exhibits loaded Q-factors of
250,000 for the pump (over-coupled), 1.2 million for the
seed (close to critical coupling), and about 3.5 million
for the idler (under-coupled). Using these parameters
we theoretically expect a unit power ESUP efficiency of
87,000 ± 17,000 %/W, where the error interval is esti-
mated from the uncertainty on the experimental param-
eters (e.g. coupled power, quality factors, and propa-
gation losses). This corresponds to a �

(2)

e↵
' 1 pm/V

(see Supplementary Information), which is comparable
in magnitude to the second-order nonlinear susceptibil-
ity used in LN WGM-resonators. And although this is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the nonlinear sus-
ceptibility of semiconductors such as GaAs or GaN, the
upconversion efficiency here is among the highest ever
reported.

Our measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 2a). Pump
and seedignal light are generated by tunable external cav-
ity lasers. The pump is amplified with a high power
EDFA to mW and combined with the seed with wave-
length division multiplexers (WDMs). They are injected
into the chip (and collected) via lensed fibers with a to-
tal insertion loss of 8.5 dB, resulting in 85 mW of on-
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Figure 1. ESUP conversion: A FWM process driven by a
strong field at !P (a) can be viewed as an effective second-
order nonlinear interaction leading to an up conversion of the
seed field. (b). Sketch of the FWM process in a single-bus
waveguide ring resonator (c).

perimentally and theoretically.
For the theoretical description, we consider the reso-

nant nonlinear interaction of the three fields schemat-
ically indicated in Fig. 1a: There is a strong pump
at !P , a weak seed at !S , and an idler generated at
!I = 2!S � !P . We focus on the effective second-order
nonlinear interaction between the seed and the idler (see
1b), which can be described by the equations
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where �S,I are the slowly varying seed and idler fields
amplitudes in the resonator, �̄S,I are the total resonator
damping rates at !S,I , ↵S the amplitude of the seed driv-
ing field in the bus waveguide, �S is the detuning away
from resonance, and �S characterizes the coupling be-
tween the bus waveguide and the ring (see Fig. 1b).
The coefficient ⇤2(t), which describes the strength of
the effective �

(2), is given by ⇤2(t) = ⇤3�P (t), with
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ring. We assume that �P (t) is undepleted and that the
effects of self- and cross-phase modulation are taken into
account as corrections to the resonant frequencies !S,I,P ,
which is valid for slowly varying field envelope functions;
we restrict our analysis to this regime. See Methods for
details.

The use of a high-Q resonator gives rise to dramatic en-
hancements of both the circulating pump power available

and the nonlinear interaction between the three fields
[11–14]. The Si3N4 material was chosen to avoid two-
photon absorption, which typically plagues silicon sys-
tems. This enables very large unit power ESUP conver-
sion efficiencies, ⌘ESUP , to be achieved. This figure of
merit can be theoretically calculated as
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in steady state, where ��FSR is the wavelength free spec-
tral range, P in

P
is the pump input power in the bus waveg-

uide, Q is the loaded quality factor and Q
ext the extrinsic

quality factor due to the coupling of the resonator to the
bus waveguide. Corrections to this simplified formula, in-
cluding the fact that the quality factors and wavelengths
� are different at different frequencies, are described in
the Methods. Importantly, the scaling of ⌘ESUP with Q
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is one power larger than its �(2)analogue - the normailzed
SHG efficiency, which in a resonator only scales with Q

3.
We set out to investigate the ESUP experimentally.

The chip-integrated microring resonators utilized in this
work were made from a high quality Si3N4 film on an
SiO2 substrate, grown via low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition and electron beam lithography (see [15] for
details). The waveguide dimensions (Fig.2b) of 730 nm
x 910 nm (height x width) are carefully chosen: With
a zero group velocity dispersion (GVD) at 1410 nm,
the waveguide exhibits phase-matching between a strong
pump at 1590 nm, the seed field at 1400 nm, and the
idler field at 1260 nm. Moreover, the large normal GVD
at !P strongly inhibits any undesired parametric pro-
cess (e.g., spontaneous FWM) from the strong pump .
The microring resonator (radius 45 µm) with a free spec-
tral range of 500 GHz is coupled to the bus waveguide
with a gap of 450 nm, and exhibits loaded Q-factors of
250,000 for the pump (over-coupled), 1.2 million for the
seed (close to critical coupling), and about 3.5 million
for the idler (under-coupled). Using these parameters
we theoretically expect a unit power ESUP efficiency of
87,000 ± 17,000 %/W, where the error interval is esti-
mated from the uncertainty on the experimental param-
eters (e.g. coupled power, quality factors, and propa-
gation losses). This corresponds to a �
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(see Supplementary Information), which is comparable
in magnitude to the second-order nonlinear susceptibil-
ity used in LN WGM-resonators. And although this is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the nonlinear sus-
ceptibility of semiconductors such as GaAs or GaN, the
upconversion efficiency here is among the highest ever
reported.

Our measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 2a). Pump
and seedignal light are generated by tunable external cav-
ity lasers. The pump is amplified with a high power
EDFA to mW and combined with the seed with wave-
length division multiplexers (WDMs). They are injected
into the chip (and collected) via lensed fibers with a to-
tal insertion loss of 8.5 dB, resulting in 85 mW of on-
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Figure 5. Seed transmission as the seed wavelength is scanned
across the seed resonance for different seed input power levels.
A characteristic change of the resonance shape appears for
higher seed power.

In the ring resonator, the steady state solutions for
the mode amplitudes predict the onset of this saturation
as well as the presence of the Rabi-like splitting of the
resonance at !S (see Methods section). In particular, one
can observe the splitting when the “resolvability” R, i.e.,
the ratio of the splitting to the line width, is about unity.
This quantity depends on the ring parameters as well as
the pump and seed powers according to
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where PP,S are the pump and seed input powers and Q
ext

P,S

are the quality factor of the resonators determined solely
by the external coupling. The last term of the equation
is obtained by assuming a linear solution for the pump
and the seed powers and is strictly valid for R < 1, and
yet it allows one to have a rough estimate of when the
strong nonlinear coupling regime can be achieved.

In Figure 5 we plot the seed transmission as a function
of detuning for several seed powers. It should be noticed
that unlike recent studies in which Rabi oscillations have
been predicted [18] and Rabi splittings have been exper-
imentally observed [19] for frequency conversion in the
strong linear-coupling regime, here the strength of the
coupling between the fields at !S and !I depends on the
intensity of the seed field itself, and in particular is lin-
ear in �S . Finally, we stress that this condition has been
achieved because our effective second-order nonlinear in-
teraction is controlled by the pump intensity, and occurs
in a structure characterized by an exceptionally large field
enhancement and Q-factor. It is the combination of these
two elements that has allowed the first observation of a
nonlinear strong-coupling.

The strength of this second-order nonlinear response
raises the question of whether the field associated with

just a single pair of photons at !S would be sufficient
for a complete pair conversion to a photon at !I in our
system. In such a regime, new phenomena are expected
given the energy quantization of the optical field [20]. So
far, much of the research has been focused on atomic-
like systems, either quantum dots or with atomic clouds,
while non-resonant photon-photon interactions in bulk
nonlinear materials have been far from approaching unit
efficiency. For instance, SHG driven by photon pairs has
been demonstrated in LN waveguides, but only yielding
a very low probability p2!1 of a two-photon conversion
[21]. To further increase p2!1 one can take advantage
of light confinement in micro resonators, either directly
exploiting a natural second-order material nonlinearity
or a strong effective second-order response, the latter of
which we have done in this work. In Fig. 6 we summarize
several nonlinear resonator systems and show p2!1 as a
function of the resonator quality factor Q, heuristically
defined as p2!1 = ⌘

2Esp

⌧cavity
= 4⌘

~!2

Q
(where 2Esp is the

energy of two photons to be converted, ⌧cavity the cavity
dwelling time, and ⌘ is the efficiency of the correspond-
ing parametric process). We stress that one would expect
quantization effects to appear when p2!1 approaches a
significant fraction of unity. Currently, our system is
characterized by p2!1 =4.7⇥10

�7 (star in Fig. 6), which
is the largest value ever reported. This is despite the fact
that our device has not yet been optimized towards op-
timal coupling for all wavelength, with strong over- and
undercoupling for the pump and idler resonances, respec-
tively. Achieving critical coupling for all wavelength at
the same intrinsic Q and moderately increasing the pump
power to 500mW would directly yield an enhancement of
p2!1 by 2 orders of magnitude. Moreover, because ⌘

scales with the 4th power of Q (see equation 3) it fol-
lows, that p2!1 scales with Q

3. Thus a 30 times higher
Q would result heuristically already in p2!1 ' 1.

This is challenging, for it requires bus-ring coupling
optimization at different wavelengths and the control
and compensation of nonlinear phase matching at higher
pump powers, but these have individually been shown
already on the Si3N4 platform, and even more encour-
agingly Q factors close to 70 million have been recently
obtained [22]. Based on these simplified arguments we
thus conclude that approaching the p2!1 ' 1 regime is
within reach of current technology.

In conclusion, we demonstrated induced photon in-
teractions based on effective second-order upconversion
with a normalized efficiency of 74,000 %/W, and experi-
mentally reached the regime of strong nonlinear coupling
for on-chip powers as low as few microwatts, in excellent
agreement with our theoretical model. The Si3N4 plat-
form is a mature and highly promising technology for
obtaining two-photon interaction at the single-pair level.
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Figure 1. ESUP conversion: A FWM process driven by a
strong field at !P (a) can be viewed as an effective second-
order nonlinear interaction leading to an up conversion of the
seed field. (b). Sketch of the FWM process in a single-bus
waveguide ring resonator (c).

perimentally and theoretically.
For the theoretical description, we consider the reso-

nant nonlinear interaction of the three fields schemat-
ically indicated in Fig. 1a: There is a strong pump
at !P , a weak seed at !S , and an idler generated at
!I = 2!S � !P . We focus on the effective second-order
nonlinear interaction between the seed and the idler (see
1b), which can be described by the equations
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where �S,I are the slowly varying seed and idler fields
amplitudes in the resonator, �̄S,I are the total resonator
damping rates at !S,I , ↵S the amplitude of the seed driv-
ing field in the bus waveguide, �S is the detuning away
from resonance, and �S characterizes the coupling be-
tween the bus waveguide and the ring (see Fig. 1b).
The coefficient ⇤2(t), which describes the strength of
the effective �

(2), is given by ⇤2(t) = ⇤3�P (t), with
⇤3 ⇡ ~!v2
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�NL/(2⇡R) the third order coupling coeffi-

cient, where �NL is the usual nonlinear parameter, vg

the group velocity in the ring at !P , R the ring radius,
and !
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!I ; �P (t) is the pump amplitude in the

ring. We assume that �P (t) is undepleted and that the
effects of self- and cross-phase modulation are taken into
account as corrections to the resonant frequencies !S,I,P ,
which is valid for slowly varying field envelope functions;
we restrict our analysis to this regime. See Methods for
details.

The use of a high-Q resonator gives rise to dramatic en-
hancements of both the circulating pump power available

and the nonlinear interaction between the three fields
[11–14]. The Si3N4 material was chosen to avoid two-
photon absorption, which typically plagues silicon sys-
tems. This enables very large unit power ESUP conver-
sion efficiencies, ⌘ESUP , to be achieved. This figure of
merit can be theoretically calculated as
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in steady state, where ��FSR is the wavelength free spec-
tral range, P in

P
is the pump input power in the bus waveg-

uide, Q is the loaded quality factor and Q
ext the extrinsic

quality factor due to the coupling of the resonator to the
bus waveguide. Corrections to this simplified formula, in-
cluding the fact that the quality factors and wavelengths
� are different at different frequencies, are described in
the Methods. Importantly, the scaling of ⌘ESUP with Q

4

is one power larger than its �(2)analogue - the normailzed
SHG efficiency, which in a resonator only scales with Q

3.
We set out to investigate the ESUP experimentally.

The chip-integrated microring resonators utilized in this
work were made from a high quality Si3N4 film on an
SiO2 substrate, grown via low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition and electron beam lithography (see [15] for
details). The waveguide dimensions (Fig.2b) of 730 nm
x 910 nm (height x width) are carefully chosen: With
a zero group velocity dispersion (GVD) at 1410 nm,
the waveguide exhibits phase-matching between a strong
pump at 1590 nm, the seed field at 1400 nm, and the
idler field at 1260 nm. Moreover, the large normal GVD
at !P strongly inhibits any undesired parametric pro-
cess (e.g., spontaneous FWM) from the strong pump .
The microring resonator (radius 45 µm) with a free spec-
tral range of 500 GHz is coupled to the bus waveguide
with a gap of 450 nm, and exhibits loaded Q-factors of
250,000 for the pump (over-coupled), 1.2 million for the
seed (close to critical coupling), and about 3.5 million
for the idler (under-coupled). Using these parameters
we theoretically expect a unit power ESUP efficiency of
87,000 ± 17,000 %/W, where the error interval is esti-
mated from the uncertainty on the experimental param-
eters (e.g. coupled power, quality factors, and propa-
gation losses). This corresponds to a �

(2)
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(see Supplementary Information), which is comparable
in magnitude to the second-order nonlinear susceptibil-
ity used in LN WGM-resonators. And although this is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the nonlinear sus-
ceptibility of semiconductors such as GaAs or GaN, the
upconversion efficiency here is among the highest ever
reported.

Our measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 2a). Pump
and seedignal light are generated by tunable external cav-
ity lasers. The pump is amplified with a high power
EDFA to mW and combined with the seed with wave-
length division multiplexers (WDMs). They are injected
into the chip (and collected) via lensed fibers with a to-
tal insertion loss of 8.5 dB, resulting in 85 mW of on-
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oxinitride (SiON) (ref. 23). We have found no evidence of
nonlinear (multiphoton) absorption processes, even up to very
high peak intensities in pulsed experiments24. We have obtained
an external efficiency (accounting for all losses) of 249 dB at an
input pump power of 12.8 dBm. The structure presented here has
a bandwidth (3 GHz) compatible with operation at 2.5 Gb s21.
Larger bandwidths can be obtained by reducing the Q-factor,
with a corresponding reduction in device efficiency. The low loss
of our waveguides may offer the possibility of mitigating this
tradeoff, however, either by using higher-order filter designs5 or
by cascading multiple devices on a single chip. Finally, this
material system5,22 has been shown to be capable of reducing
photonic integrated circuit dimensions by up to two orders of
magnitude over those based on standard silica glass.

Figure 1a shows a schematic of the structure, a four-port
microring resonator with a radius of !48 mm, and Fig. 1b shows
a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the waveguide
cross-section (1.45 " 1.5 mm). Figure 1c shows the electric field
modal distribution for transverse magnetic (TM) polarized light
(that is, oriented vertically in Fig. 1b). The bus waveguides,
which have the same cross-section as the ring, are buried in SiO2

beneath the ring and are used to couple light in and out of the
resonator. The waveguide core comprises low-loss, high-index
(n ¼ 1.7) doped silica glass with a core–cladding contrast of 17%
(refs 5,22), similar to other glasses such as SiON. In addition to
enhancing the nonlinear performance, such a high core–cladding
index contrast makes tight (!20 mm) radius bends possible22.
The unique character of our glass system22 relates primarily to its
CMOS fabrication compatibility: Our as-deposited films are low
loss (near 1,550 nm), in contrast with other similar platforms
such as SiON, where very high annealing temperatures
(.1,000 8C; ref. 23) are required to significantly reduce losses.
Our films were deposited by standard chemical vapour
deposition (CVD)22 and device patterning and fabrication were
performed using photolithography and reactive ion etching to
produce exceptionally low sidewall roughness on the core layer,
before over-coating with a silica glass upper cladding layer. By
comparing loss measurements in waveguides of different lengths
on the same chip, we obtained a waveguide-to-fibre pigtailing
loss of !1.5 dB per facet, and a waveguide propagation loss of
!0.06 dB cm21, resulting in a total insertion loss (fibre to fibre)
of !3 dB. These propagation losses are almost as low as the best

low-index contrast silica waveguides25, and represent a key
advantage for the integration of many such elements when
compared to semiconductor and ChG structures, where losses
tend to be significantly higher3.

In Fig. 1d we present the INPUT–DROP transfer function from
l ¼ 1,548.2 to 1,553.6 nm for both transverse electric (TE) and TM
polarizations, showing a Q-factor of !65,000, a free-spectral
range (FSR) of 575 GHz and a full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of 3 GHz.

The effect we demonstrate here (FWM) is a third-order
nonlinear process, where two pump photons at a frequency
vpump are converted, inside a dielectric medium, into one idler
and one signal photon at the frequencies vidler and vsignal,
respectively, in accordance with energy conservation:

vidler ¼ 2vpump $ vsignal ð1Þ

Although this process can occur with (classical) or without
(spontaneous) an input signal at vsignal , the classical effect is
much stronger and is the basis of numerous all-optical signal
processing schemes in integrated devices and optical fibres1,26–29.
As in other nonlinear phenomena, such as second harmonic
generation (SHG), phase-matching is typically required to yield
appreciable efficiencies. This condition is more easily fulfilled in
FWM experiments than in SHG experiments, because the
involved frequencies can be very close to each other.

We performed low-power experiments with a 5 mW
continuous-wave pump laser tuned to a ring resonance at
1,553.38 nm (TM polarization) and directed to the INPUT port,
while a signal laser (TM polarization) with a power of 550 mW
was tuned to an adjacent resonance at 1,558.02 nm and directed
to the ADD port. The two outputs were analysed using either a
power meter or a spectrum analyser. Figure 2 shows the resulting
output power spectra (TM polarization) as recorded from both
the THROUGH and DROP ports after the pigtail; experiments
carried out with TE polarized modes led to similar results.

Two detectable idlers were generated by the FWM process, the
first according to equation (1) and the second by using the same
formula but formally exchanging the role of the pump and the
signal. The first-idler power in the bus waveguide was !930 pW,
whereas the second idler had a power of !100 pW. The ratio of
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Figure 5. Seed transmission as the seed wavelength is scanned
across the seed resonance for different seed input power levels.
A characteristic change of the resonance shape appears for
higher seed power.

In the ring resonator, the steady state solutions for
the mode amplitudes predict the onset of this saturation
as well as the presence of the Rabi-like splitting of the
resonance at !S (see Methods section). In particular, one
can observe the splitting when the “resolvability” R, i.e.,
the ratio of the splitting to the line width, is about unity.
This quantity depends on the ring parameters as well as
the pump and seed powers according to
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where PP,S are the pump and seed input powers and Q
ext

P,S

are the quality factor of the resonators determined solely
by the external coupling. The last term of the equation
is obtained by assuming a linear solution for the pump
and the seed powers and is strictly valid for R < 1, and
yet it allows one to have a rough estimate of when the
strong nonlinear coupling regime can be achieved.

In Figure 5 we plot the seed transmission as a function
of detuning for several seed powers. It should be noticed
that unlike recent studies in which Rabi oscillations have
been predicted [18] and Rabi splittings have been exper-
imentally observed [19] for frequency conversion in the
strong linear-coupling regime, here the strength of the
coupling between the fields at !S and !I depends on the
intensity of the seed field itself, and in particular is lin-
ear in �S . Finally, we stress that this condition has been
achieved because our effective second-order nonlinear in-
teraction is controlled by the pump intensity, and occurs
in a structure characterized by an exceptionally large field
enhancement and Q-factor. It is the combination of these
two elements that has allowed the first observation of a
nonlinear strong-coupling.

The strength of this second-order nonlinear response
raises the question of whether the field associated with

just a single pair of photons at !S would be sufficient
for a complete pair conversion to a photon at !I in our
system. In such a regime, new phenomena are expected
given the energy quantization of the optical field [20]. So
far, much of the research has been focused on atomic-
like systems, either quantum dots or with atomic clouds,
while non-resonant photon-photon interactions in bulk
nonlinear materials have been far from approaching unit
efficiency. For instance, SHG driven by photon pairs has
been demonstrated in LN waveguides, but only yielding
a very low probability p2!1 of a two-photon conversion
[21]. To further increase p2!1 one can take advantage
of light confinement in micro resonators, either directly
exploiting a natural second-order material nonlinearity
or a strong effective second-order response, the latter of
which we have done in this work. In Fig. 6 we summarize
several nonlinear resonator systems and show p2!1 as a
function of the resonator quality factor Q, heuristically
defined as p2!1 = ⌘

2Esp

⌧cavity
= 4⌘

~!2

Q
(where 2Esp is the

energy of two photons to be converted, ⌧cavity the cavity
dwelling time, and ⌘ is the efficiency of the correspond-
ing parametric process). We stress that one would expect
quantization effects to appear when p2!1 approaches a
significant fraction of unity. Currently, our system is
characterized by p2!1 =4.7⇥10

�7 (star in Fig. 6), which
is the largest value ever reported. This is despite the fact
that our device has not yet been optimized towards op-
timal coupling for all wavelength, with strong over- and
undercoupling for the pump and idler resonances, respec-
tively. Achieving critical coupling for all wavelength at
the same intrinsic Q and moderately increasing the pump
power to 500mW would directly yield an enhancement of
p2!1 by 2 orders of magnitude. Moreover, because ⌘

scales with the 4th power of Q (see equation 3) it fol-
lows, that p2!1 scales with Q

3. Thus a 30 times higher
Q would result heuristically already in p2!1 ' 1.

This is challenging, for it requires bus-ring coupling
optimization at different wavelengths and the control
and compensation of nonlinear phase matching at higher
pump powers, but these have individually been shown
already on the Si3N4 platform, and even more encour-
agingly Q factors close to 70 million have been recently
obtained [22]. Based on these simplified arguments we
thus conclude that approaching the p2!1 ' 1 regime is
within reach of current technology.

In conclusion, we demonstrated induced photon in-
teractions based on effective second-order upconversion
with a normalized efficiency of 74,000 %/W, and experi-
mentally reached the regime of strong nonlinear coupling
for on-chip powers as low as few microwatts, in excellent
agreement with our theoretical model. The Si3N4 plat-
form is a mature and highly promising technology for
obtaining two-photon interaction at the single-pair level.
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Figure 1. ESUP conversion: A FWM process driven by a
strong field at !P (a) can be viewed as an effective second-
order nonlinear interaction leading to an up conversion of the
seed field. (b). Sketch of the FWM process in a single-bus
waveguide ring resonator (c).

perimentally and theoretically.
For the theoretical description, we consider the reso-

nant nonlinear interaction of the three fields schemat-
ically indicated in Fig. 1a: There is a strong pump
at !P , a weak seed at !S , and an idler generated at
!I = 2!S � !P . We focus on the effective second-order
nonlinear interaction between the seed and the idler (see
1b), which can be described by the equations

d�S

dt
= ��̄S�S + 2i⇤2(t)�

⇤
S
�I � i�

⇤
S
↵Se

�i�St (1)

d�I

dt
= ��̄I�I + i⇤

⇤
2
(t)�

2

S
(2)

where �S,I are the slowly varying seed and idler fields
amplitudes in the resonator, �̄S,I are the total resonator
damping rates at !S,I , ↵S the amplitude of the seed driv-
ing field in the bus waveguide, �S is the detuning away
from resonance, and �S characterizes the coupling be-
tween the bus waveguide and the ring (see Fig. 1b).
The coefficient ⇤2(t), which describes the strength of
the effective �

(2), is given by ⇤2(t) = ⇤3�P (t), with
⇤3 ⇡ ~!v2

g
�NL/(2⇡R) the third order coupling coeffi-

cient, where �NL is the usual nonlinear parameter, vg

the group velocity in the ring at !P , R the ring radius,
and !

2
=

p
!P!

2

S
!I ; �P (t) is the pump amplitude in the

ring. We assume that �P (t) is undepleted and that the
effects of self- and cross-phase modulation are taken into
account as corrections to the resonant frequencies !S,I,P ,
which is valid for slowly varying field envelope functions;
we restrict our analysis to this regime. See Methods for
details.

The use of a high-Q resonator gives rise to dramatic en-
hancements of both the circulating pump power available

and the nonlinear interaction between the three fields
[11–14]. The Si3N4 material was chosen to avoid two-
photon absorption, which typically plagues silicon sys-
tems. This enables very large unit power ESUP conver-
sion efficiencies, ⌘ESUP , to be achieved. This figure of
merit can be theoretically calculated as

⌘ESUP =
64R

2
�
2

NL
(��FSR)

4

⇡2�4
P

in

P
Q

4

✓
Q

Qext

◆4

(3)

in steady state, where ��FSR is the wavelength free spec-
tral range, P in

P
is the pump input power in the bus waveg-

uide, Q is the loaded quality factor and Q
ext the extrinsic

quality factor due to the coupling of the resonator to the
bus waveguide. Corrections to this simplified formula, in-
cluding the fact that the quality factors and wavelengths
� are different at different frequencies, are described in
the Methods. Importantly, the scaling of ⌘ESUP with Q

4

is one power larger than its �(2)analogue - the normailzed
SHG efficiency, which in a resonator only scales with Q

3.
We set out to investigate the ESUP experimentally.

The chip-integrated microring resonators utilized in this
work were made from a high quality Si3N4 film on an
SiO2 substrate, grown via low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition and electron beam lithography (see [15] for
details). The waveguide dimensions (Fig.2b) of 730 nm
x 910 nm (height x width) are carefully chosen: With
a zero group velocity dispersion (GVD) at 1410 nm,
the waveguide exhibits phase-matching between a strong
pump at 1590 nm, the seed field at 1400 nm, and the
idler field at 1260 nm. Moreover, the large normal GVD
at !P strongly inhibits any undesired parametric pro-
cess (e.g., spontaneous FWM) from the strong pump .
The microring resonator (radius 45 µm) with a free spec-
tral range of 500 GHz is coupled to the bus waveguide
with a gap of 450 nm, and exhibits loaded Q-factors of
250,000 for the pump (over-coupled), 1.2 million for the
seed (close to critical coupling), and about 3.5 million
for the idler (under-coupled). Using these parameters
we theoretically expect a unit power ESUP efficiency of
87,000 ± 17,000 %/W, where the error interval is esti-
mated from the uncertainty on the experimental param-
eters (e.g. coupled power, quality factors, and propa-
gation losses). This corresponds to a �

(2)

e↵
' 1 pm/V

(see Supplementary Information), which is comparable
in magnitude to the second-order nonlinear susceptibil-
ity used in LN WGM-resonators. And although this is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the nonlinear sus-
ceptibility of semiconductors such as GaAs or GaN, the
upconversion efficiency here is among the highest ever
reported.

Our measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 2a). Pump
and seedignal light are generated by tunable external cav-
ity lasers. The pump is amplified with a high power
EDFA to mW and combined with the seed with wave-
length division multiplexers (WDMs). They are injected
into the chip (and collected) via lensed fibers with a to-
tal insertion loss of 8.5 dB, resulting in 85 mW of on-

G


